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Heat flow is a very important parameter for constraining the thermal evolution of a planetary body. Sev-
eral procedures for calculating heat flows for Mars from geophysical or geological proxies have been used,
which are valid for the time when the structures used as indicators were formed. The more common pro-
cedures are based on estimates of lithospheric strength (the effective elastic thickness of the lithosphere
or the depth to the brittle–ductile transition). On the other hand, several works by Kargel and co-workers
have estimated martian heat flows from scaling the present-day terrestrial heat flow to Mars, but the so-
obtained values are much higher than those deduced from lithospheric strength. In order to explain the
discrepancy, a recent paper by Rodriguez et al. (Rodriguez, J.A.P., Kargel, J.S., Tanaka, K.L., Crown, D.A.,
Berman, D.C., Fairén, A.G., Baker, V.R., Furfaro, R., Candelaria, P., Sasaki, S. [2011]. Icarus 213, 150–194)
criticized the heat flow calculations for ancient Mars presented by Ruiz et al. (Ruiz, J., Williams, J.-P.,
Dohm, J.M., Fernández, C., López, V. [2009]. Icarus 207, 631–637) and other studies calculating ancient
martian heat flows from lithospheric strength estimates, and casted doubts on the validity of the results
obtained by these works. Here however we demonstrate that the discrepancy is due to computational
and conceptual errors made by Kargel and co-workers, and we conclude that the scaling from terrestrial
heat flow values is not a valid procedure for estimating reliable heat flows for Mars.

� 2013 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Numerous studies have attempted to calculate paleo heat flows
for several regions and times of Mars through a diversity of
approximations. The most commonly used procedure (e.g., Solo-
mon and Head, 1990; McGovern et al., 2004; Grott et al., 2005;
Ruiz et al., 2006a,b, 2011; Kronberg et al., 2007; Grott and Wiecz-
orek, 2012) is the conversion of estimates of the effective elastic
thickness of the lithosphere (usually denoted as Te) to heat flows
by comparing with an equivalent strength envelope, which de-
pends on the temperature profile. Another methodology consists
of deducing the heat flow from the depth to the brittle–ductile
transition (BDT) associate with large thrust faults (Schultz and
Watters, 2001; Grott et al., 2007; Ruiz et al., 2008, 2009). Both
kinds of calculations are, therefore, based on estimates of litho-
spheric strength. Alternatively, some works have modeled the heat
flow necessary to cause melting in chaotic areas (Schumacher and
Zegers, 2011), relaxation of crater topography (Karimi et al., 2012),
or even the heat flow consistent with melting pressures and de-
grees of partial melting proposed from the estimated geochemist-
ries of volcanic provinces (Baratoux et al., 2011). These paleo heat
flow estimations were derived by using different sets of parame-
ters, and comparisons are not always easy, but the obtained values
are usually comparable, at least when the effect of different
assumptions are taken into account.

Thermal history models also provide calculations of the average
surface heat flow of Mars as a function of time (e.g., Hauck and
Phillips, 2002; Grott and Breuer, 2010). In general, thermal history
models predict surface heat flows somewhat higher than those ob-
tained from geophysical or geological proxies (which could have
implications on our knowledge of the thermal evolution of Mars;
see Ruiz et al., 2011), but the estimated values are comparable to
those derived from lithospheric strength.

On the other hand, several works by Kargel and co-workers
(Kargel, 2004; Kargel et al., 2006; Rodriguez et al., 2011; hereafter
collectively referred as Kargel and co-workers) have used heat
flows of 30 and 120 mW m�2, respectively, for the present-day
and for 2.6 Ga (the latter is considered by these authors to be rep-
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resentative of the Late Hesperian or Early Amazonian epochs).
These heat flow values are based on scaling the present-day terres-
trial heat flow to Mars, and are much higher than those obtained
from both geophysical/geological proxies and thermal history
models. Indeed, lithospheric strength-based calculations usually
obtain heat flows of at most 20 mW m�2 and 30–40 mW m�2,
respectively, for present-day and Late Hesperian/Early Amazonian
times (McGovern et al., 2004; Ruiz et al., 2011).

In relation to this discrepancy (mostly with works based on the
BDT depth), Rodriguez et al. (2011) wrote (see their page 147):
‘‘From a cosmochemical viewpoint, we doubt that heat flow could
be as low as the ‘tectonic’ based estimates, as they would imply a
composition that is highly depleted, relative to Earth, in both
refractory lithophile (U and Th) and volatile–lithophile elements
(K); this combination and the inferred degree of depletion gener-
ally does not occur for silicate bodies in the Solar System, and it
points out a fundamental error in the reasoning based on the tec-
tonic estimates.’’ More specifically, Rodriguez et al. (2011) consider
the heat flow results in Ruiz et al. (2009) to be low, and they claim
that it is a consequence of assuming low potassium, thorium, and
uranium abundances for Mars. These authors also claim that Ruiz
et al. (2006b, 2008, 2009) did not take into account the release of
heat stored in Mars from past radioactive heat generation and glo-
bal differentiation.

Heat flow is an important parameter in the understanding of
the thermal evolution of a planetary body, and specifically for
Mars. For that reason, we consider it necessary to clarify the point
of the discrepancy between the values obtained from geophysical/
geological proxies and those proposed by Kargel and co-workers. In
this work, we therefore assess: (1) the criticism of Rodriguez et al.
(2011) to the calculation of heat flows from lithospheric strength
(and specifically those performed by Ruiz et al. (2006b, 2008,
2009), hereafter collectively referred to as Ruiz and co-workers);
(2) the derivation of the heat flow values proposed by Kargel and
co-workers; and (3) the general validity of scaling Earth’s heat
flows for the calculation of average martian heat flows for a given
time.

We show that the criticisms of Rodriguez et al. (2011) are inva-
lid, that the scaled heat flow of 120 mW m�2 proposed by Kargel
and co-workers for 2.6 Ga is an erroneous value, and that the scal-
ing from terrestrial values is not a valid procedure to estimate heat
flows for Mars. Thus, the discrepancy noted by Rodriguez et al.
(2011) is a consequence of computational and conceptual errors
made by Kargel and co-workers.
2. The role of heat-producing elements abundances in the
calculation of heat flows from lithosphere strength

Recently Rodriguez et al. (2011) noted a strong discrepancy be-
tween heat flows calculated from lithospheric strength (referred by
these authors as tectonic-based estimates) and the values derived
by Kargel and co-workers. These authors consider that lithospheric
strength-based heat flow calculations for Mars imply a highly de-
pleted composition in U, Th, and K relative to Earth, which would
indicate a fundamental error in the lithospheric strength-based
heat flow estimates.

More specifically, Rodriguez et al. (2011) consider that the heat
flow calculations presented in Ruiz et al. (2009) used low potas-
sium, thorium and uranium abundances for Mars. For example,
by using the crustal potassium mean abundance referred in Ruiz
et al. (2009), which is 3300 ppm (value coming from Taylor et al.
(2006)), and a crustal density and thickness of 2900 kg m�3 and
80 km respectively, Rodriguez et al. (2011) obtain potassium abun-
dances less than 172 ppm for bulk Mars, a value lower than their
prevision based on assuming the same abundances as for the aver-
age Earth, and they indicate that similar results are obtained for
thorium and uranium. These authors also wrote (p. 147): ‘‘For their
[Ruiz et al. (2009)] preferred model where the radiogenic elements
are mainly concentrated at those abundances in the upper quarter
of the crust, and the mantle supplies a roughly similar or slightly
less abundant of heat, the inferred bulk-Mars abundances of
heat-producing elements is even far less, with greater depletions
of K, U, and Th than indicated above.’’ Moreover, Rodriguez et al.
(2011) also claim that Ruiz et al. (2006b, 2008, 2009) did not take
into account the release of heat stored in Mars from past radioac-
tive heat generation and global differentiation.

However, the criticisms of Rodriguez et al. (2011) arise from a
misunderstanding of the work of Ruiz and co-workers. For exam-
ple, the paper by Ruiz et al. (2009) performed an upper limit calcu-
lation of the surface heat flow at the Warrego rise (valid for the
time when the thrust faults were formed: the Noachian Period
and not the Hesperian) by assuming heat-producing elements
(HPE) homogeneously distributed in the crust. This paper showed
that, for the Warrego rise, a crust with homogeneously distributed
HPE is not consistent with the local BDT depth, and therefore a
stratified crust is favored for this region, but does not propose
any particular preferred model, and there is no mention to a model
with the HPE concentrated in the upper quarter of the crust. Thus,
Rodriguez et al. (2011) are errant in attributing this preference to
the work by Ruiz et al. (2009).

The work by Ruiz et al. (2009) used HPE abundances derived
from Mars Odyssey Gamma Ray Spectrometer (GRS) measurement
(Taylor et al., 2006); we realize that such estimates may be im-
proved with future missions and/or studies. The actual HPE abun-
dances would be somewhat increased by renormalizing
considering the volatile content in order to obtain a composition
more representative of crustal rocks and not surface contamination
(Hahn et al., 2011), but this increase, about ten percent, does not
alter the conclusions of Ruiz et al. (2009). Ruiz et al. (2009) per-
formed a regional study, and the high crustal thicknesses in the
Warrego rise are not representative for martian averages. Further-
more, we do not assume that all the HPE (including potassium) are
in the crust, and our approach is independent of HPE abundances
in the mantle. Thus, the calculation by Rodriguez et al. of potas-
sium abundances in bulk Mars from ‘‘our’’ assumptions is not valid.

In the calculations by Ruiz et al. (2006b, 2008, 2009) a contribu-
tion to the surface heat flow is due to radioactive heating in the
crust whereas the remainder reaches the crust from the mantle,
but there is no assumption on the origin(s) of the mantle heat,
and it could certainly include ‘‘fossil heat’’: the criticism of Rodri-
guez et al. related to the lack of use of stored heat flow is simply
not applicable. Moreover, Ruiz et al. (2009) used their results for
surface heat flow, along with the condition of non-negative heat
flow (or of mantle heat flow being a given fraction of the surface
heat flow), in order to obtain upper limits to the thickness of a
homogeneous crust (which were compared with crustal thickness
models for Warrego rise), but no calculation of mantle heat flow
was presented.

Thus, it is clear that the discrepancy between the heat flow de-
rived by Kargel and co-workers and those obtained from litho-
spheric strength are not related to assumptions on HPE
abundances in the latter. In the next section, we therefore re-eval-
uate the estimation of martian heat flows proposed by Kargel and
co-workers.
3. Scaling of radioactive heat generation and heat flows from
present-day Earth to ancient Mars

The heat flows proposed for Mars by Kargel and co-workers
were explicitly ‘‘mass- and surface area-scaled from Earth’s mod-



Fig. 2. Relative radioactive heat production due to bulk HPE abundances in Kargel
and Lewis (1993), and Wänke and Dreibus (1988), as a function of time. The point
corresponding to four times the present-day value for 2.6 Ga, as used by Kargel and
co-workers is also shown.
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ern global mean heat flow’’ (Rodriguez et al., 2011, p. 174), based
on the assumption of a similar concentration of HPE elements in
both planets. This scaling implies an ‘‘effective’’ heat loss rate per
mass unit (which we denote as H) equal for Mars and Earth. Under
this condition, the surface heat flow in each planet is given by HM/
(4pR2), where M and R are, respectively, mass and mean radius of
the planet. Thus, the ratio between martian and terrestrial heat
flow should be given by

FM

FE
¼ MMR2

E

MER2
M

ð1Þ

Using standard values for the respective parameters (ME = 5.9736 -
� 1024 kg, RE = 6371 km, MM = 6.4185 � 1023 kg, and RM = 3390 km),

FM � 0:38FE ð2Þ

Taking FE = 87 mW m�2 (Pollack et al., 1993; for a review on the
terrestrial heat flow see Jaupart and Mareschal, 2011), FM -
� 33 mW m�2 is obtained, which is similar to the value of
30 mW m�2 derived by Kargel (2004) for present-day Mars. Kargel
(2004, p. 376) stated that ‘‘radiogenic heating in recent eons is
declining by about a factor of 2 every 1.3 billion years’’, and on this
basis Kargel et al. (2006) and Rodriguez et al. (2011) propose a heat
flow for 2.6 Ga (age roughly corresponding to Late Hesperian or
Early Amazonian times after these authors) of 120 mW m�2, four
times their scaled present-day value.

Even accepting the basic assumptions of Kargel and co-workers,
the extrapolation to the past of Mars from the ‘‘scaled present-day
heat flow’’ is, however, erroneous. Fig. 1 shows the relative (with
respect to the present-day value) radioactive heat production due
to potassium, thorium and uranium (including 238U and 235U) as
a function of age, calculated from standard decay constants (e.g.,
Van Schmus, 1995). Heat production variations are higher for
potassium, and very low for thorium. By comparison, the point cor-
responding to four times the present-day value is also shown for
2.6 Ga, since this value was used by Kargel and co-workers to rep-
resent the relative total heat production in that time. Fig. 2 shows
the relative radioactive heat production, with respect to the pres-
ent-day value, due to bulk Earth HPE abundances, taken from Kar-
gel and Lewis (1993) for consistency with Rodriguez et al. (2011):
K = 225 ppm, Th = 54.3 ppb, and U = 15.2 ppb. Fig. 2 also shows the
point corresponding to four times the present-day value for 2.6 Ga,
as used by Kargel and co-workers.

It is clear that the radioactive heat production obtained by using
the bulk Earth HPE abundances of Kargel and Lewis (1993) does
not vary by a factor four in 2.6 Ga, as required by Kargel and co-
workers in order to obtain a ‘‘scaled martian heat flow’’ of
120 mW m�2 in that specific time. The temporal scaling of Kargel
Fig. 1. Relative radioactive heat production due to potassium, thorium and
uranium (including 238U and 235U) as a function of time. For comparative purposes,
the point corresponding to four times the present-day value is shown for 2.6 Ga,
since this value was used by Kargel and co-workers to represent the relative total
heat production in that time.
et al. (2006) and Rodriguez et al. (2011) is therefore simply invalid.
In fact, Fig. 2 shows that the radioactive heat production for the
above HPE abundances and 2.6 Ga should be around 2.1 times
the present-day value (on the other hand, the relative radioactive
heat production four times the present-day value proposed by Kar-
gel and co-workers for 2.6 Ga is very close to the relative heat pro-
duction due to potassium in that time). Thus, if the temporal
scaling of Kargel and co-workers is accepted, then it should give
a surface heat flow around 60 mW m�2 for 2.6 Ga, half of the value
assigned by Kargel et al. (2006) and Rodriguez et al. (2011). Similar
conclusions on the temporal variation of radioactive heat produc-
tion are obtained if we use HPE bulk abundances for Mars based
on other compositional models (Fig. 2 also represents the relative
radioactive heat production predicted by the model of Wänke
and Dreibus (1988)).

In this section we have shown that the temporal scaling of Kar-
gel and co-workers (and specifically that of Kargel et al. (2006) and
Rodriguez et al. (2011)) is erroneous by a factor two, which makes
the differences with heat flow calculations based on lithospheric
strength much less pronounced. However, there persists a roughly
factor-two discrepancy, which requires additional explanation.

4. A major role, or not, for hydrothermal circulation

Rodriguez et al. (2011) have argued that cooling of mid crustal
levels by hydrothermal circulation could reconcile their high heat
flow values with estimates of the BDT depth obtained by several
authors. So, for a given thermal gradient, the heat flow is higher
with hydrothermal circulation than for a purely conductive sys-
tem. In this sense, Parmentier and Zuber (2007) have proposed that
a substantial amount of heat could be transported by hydrothermal
cooling of the upper crust.

The argument of Rodriguez et al. (2011) could be potentially va-
lid only for heat flows calculated from the depth of thrust faults,
because in this case the calculation depends on the temperature
profile between the surface and the BDT depth. Otherwise, this
argument cannot be applied to heat flows calculated from the
effective elastic thickness of the lithosphere. Indeed, hydrothermal
circulation could only operate above the brittle–ductile transition,
below which porosity is largely eliminated by viscous creep (Han-
na and Phillips, 2005; Dempsey et al., 2012): heat flows calculated
from the effective elastic thickness are based on the temperature-
dependence of ductile strength, and hence on the conductive tem-
perature profile in the ductile layer(s) of the lithosphere, but insen-
sitive to the temperature profile in the brittle crust (see also Ruiz
et al., 2011). This implies that, for a given temperature at the
BDT, the temperature profile below the BDT depth obtained from
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Te would be the same if hydrothermal circulation is acting in the
upper crust or not. From this we conclude that, for heat flows cal-
culated from Te: (1) the obtained sublithospheric heat flow is not
changed, and (2) any increase of the surface heat flow (in excess
of the radioactive contribution) with respect to that in the BDT
must come from cooling the crust above the BDT, which could
work locally, but it does not seem reasonable to expect a large-
scale influence on heat flow in this way (Ruiz et al., 2011). Since
DBT depth- and Te-based heat flows are comparable, the discrep-
ancy between the heat flow proposed by Kargel and co-workers
and those derived from lithospheric strength cannot be explained
by hydrothermal circulation of heat.
5. The scaling reasoning

Even after correcting the factor-two error in temporal scaling of
Kargel and co-workers, it is clear then that a substantial discrep-
ancy remains between heat flows obtained from lithospheric
strength and those derived from planetary scaling. Moreover, this
discrepancy is not easily explained, as shown in the previous sec-
tion, through vigorous hydrothermal cooling in the crust above
the brittle–ductile transition. Alternatively, the cause of discrep-
ancy could be related to a general non-validity of the scaling
reasoning.

Rodriguez et al. (2011) indicates that their heat flow calcula-
tions also assumed a component of stored heat released (i.e., secu-
lar cooling), similarly to Earth. Thus, scaling the average present-
day terrestrial surface heat flow to ancient Mars implies in fact
assuming that the proportion between the total radioactive heat
production and the total heat loss (usually known as the Urey ra-
tio) must be, at least roughly, the same in both planets during a
substantial fraction of the planetary history. However, it is well
established that differences in convective regime (e.g., plate tec-
tonics vs. stagnant lid convection) produce different surface heat
flow values (for a review see Schubert et al., 2001). The thermal
histories of Earth and Mars have been very different: although
some authors have suggested that Mars experienced an ancient
phase of plate tectonics (e.g., Sleep, 1994; Baker et al., 2007), this
phase would be, at most, limited to the earliest part of the martian
history (e.g., Frey, 2006). During the last 4 Ga or so this planet has
been in the stagnant lid regime, which makes the assumption of a
similar proportion between radioactive heat production and total
heat loss for Earth and Mars arbitrary, and therefore invalidates
the procedure of scaling terrestrial heat flows to Mars. Even for
stagnant-lid convection, differences in convective vigor produce
different heat flows (for an analysis of present-day stagnant-lid
convection on Mars see Li and Kiefer (2007)), reinforcing our con-
Fig. 3. Heat flow for Mars, as a function of time, equivalent to the total heat
production due to HPE bulk abundances in Kargel and Lewis (1993) and Wänke and
Dreibus (1988). Heat flows proposed by Kargel and co-workers for 2.6 Ga and the
present-time are also shown (here labeled as K&co-W), as well as the corrected
value (see Section 3) for 2.6 Ga.
clusions. Also, changes in convective regime or efficiency could
have occurred in the Earth’s history (e.g., Korenaga, 2003; Silver
and Behn, 2008), and so, the implicit assumption of similar time-
averaged proportion between radioactive heat production and to-
tal heat loss for Earth and Mars does not have therefore any solid
basis. Finally, several lines of argumentation suggest than the con-
tribution of secular cooling to the current heat flow is lower for
Mars than in Earth (e.g., Ruiz et al., 2011; Grott et al., 2013).

Rodriguez et al. (2011) also stated that the calculation of mar-
tian heat flow from the Earth’s global composition of Kargel and
Lewis (1993), HPE decay constants, and a time of 2.6 Ga give sim-
ilar results to those obtained by Kargel and co-workers through the
scaling procedure. However, the heat flows proposed by Kargel and
co-workers for Mars (including the value for 2.6 Ga as corrected in
Section 3) greatly exceed the heat flows equivalent to the total heat
production that can be justified by the HPE bulk abundances sup-
posedly assumed by these authors (Fig. 3).
6. Conclusions

In the previous sections we demonstrated that:

(1) The criticism by Rodriguez et al. (2011) of the works by Ruiz
et al. (2006b, 2008, 2009) is erroneous and groundless, since
it attributes to the cited papers assumptions that are inexis-
tent in these papers.

(2) Kargel and co-workers overestimate by approximately a fac-
tor of two the radioactive heat production for 2.6 Ga (time
chosen as representative by these authors for Late Hesperian
or Early Amazonian times), which artificially enlarge the dis-
crepancy between their heat flow estimates and those
derived from lithospheric strength estimates.

(3) The scaling procedure for calculated heat flows for Mars
used by Kargel and co-workers is not supported by any solid
rationale, since plate tectonics and stagnant lid convection
transfer the internal heat very differently; and temporal
changes in convective regime or efficiency could have
occurred in the Earth’s history.

In summary, we have demonstrated that the discrepancy be-
tween the heat flows proposed by Kargel and co-workers and those
based on lithospheric strength estimates are not due to any funda-
mental error in the works using the lithospheric strength approach,
but to computational and conceptual errors made by Kargel and
co-workers. Thus, we conclude that the scaling from terrestrial
heat flow values is not a valid procedure for estimating reliable
heat flows for Mars. Currently, in the absence of direct measure-
ments of present-day values, the primary technique for calculating
martian heat flows is the analysis of lithospheric strength,
although other possibilities recently suggested, as melting in cha-
otic areas, relaxation of crater topography, or estimates of melting
pressures and temperatures of magmas, are also of interest as
independent indicators.
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